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WILLKOMMEN, BIENVENUE, WELCOME,
We are looking forward to four fantastic days full of magic in 
one of the most beautiful areas in Austria: Bad Aussee.
In the middle of the Ausseerland, surrounded by mountains 
and lakes, the traditional Fröhlich Magic Congress takes place 
every two years on the second weekend of september. 
An international magic competition is also held at the same 
time. In 2022 we are once again looking forward to presen-
ting a world-class program.
For the gala performances there are 340 seats reserved 
for magicians, there are also 100 additional tickets for the 
audience. 

INFORMATIONS & REGISTRATION

Congress website:  https://zauberfestival.life
Registration:  https://www.mra.at/tickets
Accommodations:  info.badaussee@ausseerland.at
(or one of the booking websites)

All events take place according to the legal 
valid legal access regulations!
We reserve the right to changes of the programm.

8th september 2022, 11 a.m., thursday
Kur- und Congresshaus Bad Aussee

„Magic Sunday“ (AUT)
The most successful magic theater show in Austria. Six pro-
grams, sold-out in a row. We don’t want to withhold this from 
you and have asked the artists to present a „Best of“ for our 
congress visitors. Let us surprise you. 

By: Ott o Wessely, Caroline Marx, Gilbert, Adrien Quillien, 
Hugues Protat, Nathalie Romier, Alice.
We present the best french magicians and show artists in an 
enchanting show with chansons and magic.  In addition, a lot of 
interesting things from today’s art scene in France.

THE OPENING SHOW

htt ps://zauberfesti val.life Soirée Fantastique



MAGIC OVERCOMES BORDERS 
Artem Shchukin (RUS), 
Alex Vozniuk (UKR)

Stunned, we experience the 
actually movements on the 
on fronts. Alex Voziuk and 
his family landed in Austria 
with a suitcase of magic pa-
raphernalia. We invited him 
to open the contents for us at the Fröhlich Festival. In that 
same event we present the European champion of manipulation 
Artem Shchukin from Russia. 
A disagreement? No, because magic overcomes all borders. 

STAND-UP CARD MAGIC
Roberto Giobbi (CHE)

Roberto Giobbis publications have been 
translated into record editions in seven lan-
guages. His „Card Magic Masterclass“ is the 
standard work of modern card magic. He is 
not only an excellent magic teacher, but also 
an outstanding magician in many fields, this will be demonstra-
ted impressively in this seminar.

LEGEND LECTURE
Ott o Wessely (FRA)

Otto Wessely has been a cult figure for de-
cades. Together with Christa, his congenial
partner, he rocks the vaudevilles, dinner 
tents and circuses. He’s like wine: with age he 
gets better and better! For the first time at a 
congress, he reports on his magic, his secrets and his recipes 
for success. Anyone who knows Otto knows that you have to 
expect anything.

ALADIN-TED 
SURPRISE PROGRAM

Magic lives on surprises! In this hour expect 
the unexpected: in performances, short lec-
tures, discussions or things that you’ve never 
experienced at a convention. 

3-D LABORATORY
Karl-Heinz Kaiser (DEU)

Visit the 3-D laboratory in the 
Europahaus and experience 
first-hand the creations that 
are possible with this techno-
logy. Karl-Heinz Kaiser works 
for the top professionals and has developed his special solu-
tions, with the new type of three-dimensional printing. 

COIN MAGIC
Helge Thun (DEU)

Helge Thun is the king of coin magic. The ver-
satile artist has specialized intensively in this 
area of magic art over the last few years and 
presents unbelievable things in a seminar in 
Bad Aussee.

DOCUMENTARY FILM
„Gilbert le Salti mbanque – 
a conversati on among jugglers“

With this film Gerhard Max 
Matheis aka Dr. Marrax has crea-
ted a much-acclaimed monument 
to the icon of street magic Gilbert.
The artist act as a part of the French Gala Night of Magic and 
also be attendant during the film evening.

The official Championship of the MRA is inter-
nationally announced. The best programs in the 
categories „Stage“ and „Close-up/Stand-up“ will 

be awarded by an international FISM jury. 
The highlight is the competition gala with cash prizes. For the 
first time in Austria an audience award will be also given. 

TRADE FAIR OF MAGICAL UTENSILS
Selected international dealers present their products at our 
trade fair. 

10th september 2022, 8.00 p.m., saturday
Kur- und Congresshaus Bad Aussee

Helge Thun presents: 
CHAMPIONSHIP OF MAGIC – GALA
On the occasion of the Congress, the Inter-
national Championships of Magic will be 
held. The four best magic acts, judged by the 
international jury, will compete for the run-off 
that evening. The audience will compete for 
the Fröhlich Audience Award. The second part 
of the evening will be performed by the international top artist 
Helge Thun (DEU). 

11th september 2022, 11 a.m., sunday
Kur- und Congresshaus Bad Aussee (seat according to ticket) 

GRADUATION GALA
Caroline Marx (FRA), 
Roberto Giobbi (CHE) und 
Sebasti an Nicolas (DEU)

Three top artists will close 
the Fröhlich Magic Congress 
2022. We say goodbye to our 
guests with the king of card magic Roberto
Giobbi,the vice world champion of manipula-
tion Sebastian Nicolas and the Mandrak d’Or 
winner 2018: Caroline Marx.

THE SPEZIAL EVENTS FOR 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIENCE

MENTAL EXPERIMENTS
Paralabs (DEU)

Paralabs (Rainer Mees und 
Thomas Heine) has made a 
name for itself worldwide 
with their creations, books but 
also practical work in the field 
of mind magic, mental magic and hypnosis. They are sought-af-
ter artists at international special congresses. Here they explore 
the boundaries between magic art and mental magic.


